Some neurons generate endogenous rhythms with a period of a few hundred milliseconds, while others generate rhythms with a period of a few tens of seconds. Sometimes rhythms appear chaotic. Explaining how these neurons can generate various modes of oscillation with a widely ranging frequency is a challenge. In the first part of this review, we illustrate that such rhythms can be generated from simple yet elegant mathematical models. Chaos embedded in rhythmic activity has interesting characteristics that are not seen in other physical systems. Understanding of how these neurons utilizes endogenous rhythms to communicate with each other is important in elucidating where the brain gets various rhythms and why it can pervert into abnormal rhythms under diseased conditions. Using the islet of Langerhans in pancreas as an example, in the second part of this review, we illustrate how insulin secreting -cells communicate with glucagon secreting a-cells to achieve an optimal insulin release.
INTRODUCTION
Neurons generate action potentials upon receiving synaptic input or external stimuli. Sometimes, the action potential appears in a form of tonic firing.
Other times it appears as a burst consisting of spikes that are separated by a silent quiescent period. These rhythms are important for maintaining our daily life. For example, burst firing of 0.1-4Hz (known as delta wave) is found during deep sleep, spindle wave of 7-14 Hz is found in the early states of sleep, and single spike firing of (gamma wave) is found during the awake state (Steriade et al., 1993) . This oscillatory behavior is believed to originate from a network of neurons in the thalamus and cortex (Steriade and Llinas, 1988) . Each neuron involved in this network is believed to possess endogenous rhythmic activity, and its frequency is modulated by the secondary messengers (e.g., cyclic AMP) which can alter the property of the pacemaker currents (McCormick, 1992) . 216 
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In the first part of this review, we treat rhythmic activity of three types of neurons. Our first neuron is the thalamocortical neuron. This neuron connects thalamus to cortex. Thalamus is the principal gateway to the cortex, and essentially all inputs to the cortex are relayed through the thalamus. In addition to the generation of the rhythms of sleep, thalamus is involved in the pathological spike and wave of absence epilepsy (Steriade et al., 1993) . Our second neuron is the pyramidal neuron in hippocampus. This neuron is of great interest to neuroscientists since a single neuron can generate a variety of interesting electrical behaviors (Wong and Prince, 1981) . In addition, groups of hippocampal neurons can generate synchronized epileptiform oscillations (Traub et al., 1991) . To those readers who are not familiar with neuroscience, we include Fig. which illustrates the structure of the central nervous system. Our third neuro is the bursting neurons of molluscan ganglion. Gastropod molluscs have the largest and most accessible cell body of the animal kingdom. Because of these, they are particularly suited to study learning and memory. Some of the neurons in this family have the ability to burst when isolated from their neighboring cells (Lotshaw et al., 1986 ).
In Fig. 2A , we show the intracellular recordings made on the thalamocortical neuron (TCN). This figure is retouched from Fig. 3 of Nunez et al. (1992) . As shown in the top frame, TCN gives rise to oscillations when the membrane potential is around -57mV. This oscillation has a form of spindle wave consisting of a high-amplitude spike mixed with small-amplitude oscillations. When the potential is lowered to -65 mV by the application of a hyperpolarization current (first arrow), the spindle oscillation persists. The feature associated with the spindle oscillation can be seen more clearly FIGURE 2 Endogenous bursting generated by thalamocortical lleurons (fi'amc A), pyramidal neurons (frame B), and T15 neuron ot" Al)13,xia o1" mollusc family (l'ralne C). Note that the former two bursters arc fast bursters with a bursting period of few hundred milliseconds, while the later is a slow burster with a period ot" few tens o1" seconds. In t'rame A, a hyperpolarizing current is applied at the first AI'I'OW, and a stronger hypcrpolarization current is applied at the second arrow. The insets show spindle (left) and delta (right) waves. In frame I3, a depolarization currcnl is increased from trace a to b, lo c, and finally to d. The top inset shows bursting in an expanded scale, and the bottom inset shows repetitive spiking. In frame C, scrotonin is applied steadily on the left, and cyclic GMP analog is applied steadily on the right.
in an expanded scale on the upper right trace. Further hyperpolarization (second arrow) brings the membrane potential to -80mV, and this in turn induces delta oscillation. The delta oscillation consists of fast spikes that appear on the top of a slow wave, as can be seen more clearly in an expanded scale on the lower right trace.
In Fig. 2B , we show the recording of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus. This figure is re- (Chay, 1983; 1985a; 1990a,b; 1993a,b; 1996a,b; Chay and Fan, 1993; Chay and Cook, 1988; Chay and Lee, 1990; Chay et al., 1995 (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952 (Chay, 1983; 1990a; 1996a,b) , but the model described in this paper (Chay, 1996a) is attractive in that it depicts only a minimal feature of MLN. In this model, the bursting is due to the participation of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which releases luminal Ca :+ by the calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) mechanism (Berridge, 1991 right frame), and this accumulation in turn activates the K(Ca) channel. This simulation is similar to that generated by the excitable models of Plant (1981) , Chay (1983; 1985a) As shown in Fig. 7 for TCN, a spike is reduced one by one starting from the 15-spike bursting. Doublets appear as the 6-spike bursting transforms to the 5-spike bursting. This doublet corresponds to the time series seen in the eighth trace from the top of Fig. 4B , where the 5-and 6-spike burstings appear in an alternating order. Between the 5-and 4-spike burstings, one finds more complex rhythms. First, a period-doubling scenario arises where the 5-spike bursting appears in doublets. Then, the period-doubling sequence ends with a sequence consisting of 5-, 5-and 4-spike burstings. How the sequence alternates can be seen more clearly from the sixth frame from the top of burstings eventually transform to 4-spike bursting by passing through another chaotic regime. The sequence similar to this appears when the 4-spike bursting transforms to the 3-spike bursting, the 3-to 2-spike bursting, and finally to the 1-spike bursting. Beyond the 1-spike bursting lie spindlelike oscillations as shown in Fig. 4A , where lowamplitude oscillations preceed a high-amplitude spike. After passing through the resting state, the cell exhibits tonic repetitive firing. As in PYN, MLN also starts with a periodadding sequence (i.e., 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-and 6-spikes), see Fig. 9 . But unlike PYN, it ends with an inverse period-doubling route. Chaos appears in the region where a new spike is added, and the region in which chaos resides becomes wider and more complex as more spikes are added. Chaos that exists in each of the transition regimes is not simple regions of utter chaos, but there are several regular periodic states embedded in each of these chaotic regimes (Chay, 1996a) .
Let us examine closely how chaos arises as one moves from the right to the left of this diagram. The right-most chaotic regime contains very complex structure. First, the route from order into chaos follows the Feigenbaum diagram of the period-doubling scenario (Feigenbaum, 1973) . Out of repetitive spiking two branches bifurcate (period-2), out of these branches two branches bifurcate again (period-4), and then two branches bifurcate out of each of these again (period-8). We can follow the bifurcating tree up to period-16; afterwards spiking-chaos sets in (Chay, 1984; Chay et al., 1995; Chay and Rinzel, 1993) . After passing through the spiking-chaos, crisis transition (Grebogi and Ott, 1983) (Doedel, 1981; Doedel and Kernevez, 1986; Doedel et al., 1991a,b; 1997 Here, Icrc was made non-oscillatory by fixing p at gcrac./(Kcrac@ 50). Note that the spiking branch (blue) appears both on the top and bottom frames, while the bursting branch (gray +pink) appears only on the top frame. The pink was obtained using the dynamic solution since AUTO was unable to continue this part of bursting branch. The steep change seen in the lower part of the bursting branch is where the spike is added, starting from 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-spikes. Beyond the 6-spikes, the bursting branch merges with the spiking branch (blue).
The period-adding sequences shown in Figs. 8 and 9 give little insight into why the chaos arises only in M LN. By comparing the top frame of Fig. 11 with the top frame of Fig. 12 , however, it becomes apparent why choas arises only in Fig. 12 . Chaos does not appear when the bursting branch (pink) is far appart from the spiking branch (blue) as in Fig. 11 . Chaos arises only if these two branches are closely spaced as in Fig. 12 . That is, chaos is due to SPSs (pink) and UPSs (blue) coexisting in vicinity. 
PHASE PLANE ANALYSIS
Phase plane analysis is another way of studying why a complex dynamic structure arises from the model under study. This analysis assumes that the multivariables in the model can be reduced to two variables. In the case of the TCN, these variables are the membrane potential (V) and the inactivation variablefof Ic as shown in Fig. 13 In the upper frame of Fig. 13 where the hyperpolarization current is strong, the spike is generated as the orbit enters the periodic branch and terminates as it passes HCO. As the spike terminates the orbit drops to the lower branch of SSS. From the point of the drop, the orbit moves to the right. As it passes the knee, the orbit enters SPS, and the spikes are generated again. In the lower frame where the hyperpolarization current is weak, the orbit cannot drop all the way down to the SSS but to the USS near the knee. Note that in this region USS curves gently. Since the USS slopes gently, the orbit can spiral around the fixed point. The amplitude of the spiral grows gradually. When it grows enough the Na + current is elicited. Once the Na + current is activated, the large-amplitude spike follows. Here, the solid lines on the bottom represent SSSs, the dashed lines in the middle represent USSs. The there is an increase in the sum of the two currents, while in others there is a decrease in the sum. A decrease leads to a gain in the downward speed of the orbit, and an increase leads to the opposite effect (i.e., the orbit stays around the periodic branch).
On the left-most region (blue and pink) where lapp carries a strong hyperpolarization current, the orbit has a very strong downward speed. This speed sends the orbit to the SSS. Once in the SSS, the orbit moves to the left until it passes the knee. After passing the knee, the orbit enters the SPS, and the spikes are generated. Each How does bursting-chaos set in? Follow the green trajectory in Fig. 14 . As seen here, if the orbit does not have enough speed to land on the SSS (i.e., the lowest solid line), it gets trapped on the USS (the dashes lines). When the orbit is in the USS, it travels to the left along the path provided by USS. Since this path is unstable the orbit can reenter the SPS in a random manner. One of these entries may cause the orbit to gain enough speed to land on the SSS. Once it lands on the SSS, the orbit has to follow the stable path and enters back to the periodic branch.
TYPES OF BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS
The bifurcation diagrams shown in Figs. 10-12 suggest that there are at least four distinct ways that a periodic branch arises from a HB and terminates as lapp changes. These structures are schematically presented in Fig. 15 .
In Type I, a periodic branch that evolves from one of the HBs terminates when it enters the second HB. An example is seen in the bottom frame of Fig. 10 . It also appeared in the two-variable model of Chay and Lee (1990; 1992) . A subcritical HB is the HB from which an unstable periodic branch is evolved (as seen in the right HB of top and middle frames in Fig. 10) . A supercritical HB is the HB from which a stable periodic state is evolved (as seen in the right HB of the bottom frame of the same figure) . For more discussion on types of HB, see Glass and Mackey (1988) .
In Type II, a periodic branch evolves from the HB and terminates at a homoclinic orbital giving rise to homoclinic bifurcation (Wang and Rinzel, 1995 In Type III, a periodic branch that starts from one of HBs terminates with an infinite period when it reaches the USS. Another one that starts from the second HB terminates when it meets the periodic branch from the first HB. An example is shown in the top frame of Fig. 12 . Type III has been observed in bursting neurons (see In Type IV, an unstable periodic branch that is evolved from one of HBs terminates with an infinite period at HCO. Unlike Type II, the amplitude of the oscillation that is evolved from the second HB is so high that it passes the knee. But, this periodic branch also terminates as soon as it passes the first HB. An example is seen in the middle frame of Fig. 10 . This has been first observed in the BeelerReuter model of ventricular myocardium (Chay and Lee, 1985) .
There is another type that is a combination of types III and IV, and this is seen in the left side of the top frames of Figs. 10 and 11. Note from these figures that there are two HBs (left and right). UPS evolves from the left HB and terminates when it meets HCO (as in type IV). However, above this HCO arises a SPS that terminates when it meets a periodic branch from the right HB. This periodic branch can be UPS as in the frame of Fig. 10 or SPS as in the top frame of Fig. 11. 9. NETWORK PHENOMENA One of the most challenging problems of brain research is how different types of neurons interact so as to give rise to the complex rhythmic behavior seen in the electroencephalograph (EEG) of the brain. Since the brain is too complex, a network behavior can be more effectively studied in other simpler systems, e.g., the islet of Langerhans in pancreas.
The/3-cells occupy about 70% of the islet. In the islet, the /#cells are surrounded by at least three other cell types. These are the c-cells that secrete the hormone glucagon, the &cells that secrete the hormone somatostatin, and the PP cells that secrete pancreatic polypeptide hormone. Both glucagon and somatostatin affect insulin release such that glucagon enhances the secretion of insulin while somatostatin inhibits the secretion of both insulin and glucagon. In addition, insulin secretion is also affected by neurotransmitters released from both sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers, which enter pancreatic islets.
The c-cells (which lie on the periphery of the islet) have a lower threshold for glucose (i.e., about 5 mM) than/3-cells (which require about 7 mM of glucose). How important the role of c-cell is to the /3-cell can be seen from experiment of Pipeleers (1984) , who showed that intact/3-cells (i.e.,/3-cells in the islet) release 30-fold more insulin than isolated single -cells. This higher release of insulin by intact/3-cells is attributed to glucagon released from the neighboring c-cells (Schuit and Pipeleers, 1985) . This is further evidenced by the secretory response which is markedly amplified when single -cells are incubated in the presence of c-cells or glucagon (Gorus et al., 1984) . Glucagon and forskolin (an activator of the catalytic subunit of adenylate cyclase) can increase not only the frequency of electrical bursting but also the plateau fraction (the ratio of the activate phase to the silent phase (Ikeuchi and Cook, 1984) . Epinephrine and somatostatin, on the other hand, enhance hyperpolarization and decrease the frequency of burst activity (Cook and Perara, 1982; Pace and Tarvin, 1981) . This intriguing /3-cell bursting behavior is shown in Fig. 17 (Chay, 1995; 1996a,b; 1997a,b) , which was modified from our previous mathematical /3-cell models (Chay, 1985b; 1986; 1987; 1990b,c; 1993a,b; 1996a-c; Chay and Kang, 1988; Chay and Keizer, 1983; ; Lee et al., 1983 ). This model is based on the hypothesis that [Ca2+]lure in the ER is a slow dynamic variable and this slow dynamic variable is the origin of the underlying wave in pancreatic /-cell bursting.
The model is schematically presented in Fig. 18 . As shown in this figure, three signaling pathways exist in /3-cells (Prentki and Matschinsky, 1987) In the hot spot lie two types of intracellular calcium stores (ICSs): the ER and insulin containing secretory granules (SGs). SGs sequester intracellular Ca 2+ via its CaZ+-ATPase pump and then release insulin and intragranular Ca 2+ into the external medium during exocytosis (Bovist et al., 1995) . The Fig. 18 ).
This closure leads to depolarization as seen in frame C of Fig. 16 Fig. 16C ), more intracellular Ca 2+ is pumped into the ER. When ER is filled sufficiently by Ca+, the cell repolarizes (due to inactivation of the NS current) as seen in frame C of Fig. 16 . Enhanced CRC prevents [Ca2+] i to come all the way down to the initial level. Biphasicity is a result of enhanced CRC activity.
As shown in Fig. 19 , the model exhibits more than a 10-fold increase in the frequency of bursting when kre (i.e., CRC activity) is increased by 10-fold.
This explains why glucagon and somatostatin have the ability to control the frequency of the bursting (see Fig. 17 ). Note that isolated, single cells lack neighboring c-cells. That explains why isolated /3-cells contain a very low concentration of cAMP, and this is why single fi/-cells burst with a periodicity lasting for several minutes while intact/3-cell bursts with a periodicity lasting for tens of seconds (see Fig. 16 (Chay, 1997b) . Figure 19, (Grebogi and Ott, 1983) sets in, and this transition leads to a familiar period-doubling sequence in an inverse order. As one can see in Fig. 8 , not all the period-adding sequences contain chaos. To our knowledge a period-adding scenario was first observed in Chay's neuronal models (1984; 1985a) , and a period-reducing scenario was first observed in the Chay-Fan model (1993) (Chay, 1996b,c (Traub et al., 1991; 1992; 1994 into abnormal rhythms (e.g., epileptic seizures) under diseased conditions. The study of the brain is complex. In this review, the islet cells of Langerhans is used as an exmaple to gain insights into how a neural net utilizes endogenous rhythm. In the central nervous system, the -cells correspond to inhibitory neurons (e.g., the reticular thalamic nucleus) whereas the c-cells correspond to excitatory neurons (e.g., thalamocortical neurons). The bottom trace of Fig. 17 reminds one of the low-amplitude, high-frequency activity in the neocortex characteristic of the awake state, and the top trace reminds of high-amplitude, low-frequncy rhythms during sleep (Steriade et al., 1993) .
To gain a deeper understanding of the interaction among islet cells, one should consider the fact that both c-and -cells exhibit oscillations in cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration when they sense glucose (Berts et al., 1996a,b) . The oscillatory c-and -cells may induce oscillation in cAMP in/3-cells. Thus, further studies of interaction among c-, /3-, and -cells might explain why 30% of/3-cells exhibit a mixture of oscillation consisting of slow oscillation of frequency ranging from 0.05 to 0.5min-1 and superimposed faster oscillations of frequency of about 3 min- (Henquin et al., 1982; Cook, 1983; Valdeolmillos et al., 1989) . Here, the gating variables, d,f, and n follows Eqs. (2) and (3) 
